
 
          

 
US  :  1996  :  dir. Brian Gibson  :                                              :  116 min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Joseph Gordon-Levitt ………….…….………………………………………………………………… 
Demi Moore; Alec Baldwin; Anne Hechi; James Gandolfini; Lindsay Cruise; Tony LoBianco; 
Michael Constantine; Matt Craven; Todd Susman; Michael Rispoli; Jack Gilpin 
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5495 1½ 2 1 326      -    -    -    - No Unseen 

 
 

Leonard Maltin’s Movie and Video Guide 
2001 review: 
 
“Shady (and, it turns out, psychopathic) 
underworld figure Baldwin victimises an 
unsuspecting Moore so that she will sway fellow 
jurors into acquitting a Mafia boss.  
Comparisons to "TRIAL BY JURY" are apt, 
but this one goes on (much) longer and gets 
more ridiculous by the minute.  The stars can’t 
be faulted, but the script certainly can.  Shot in 
Panavision.  ** ” 
 
 
Radio Times review: 
 
“This thriller has Demi Moore as the juror on a 
Mafia trial who is threatened by mob 
henchman Alec Baldwin to bring about a hung 
jury.  Brian Gibson’s film plods along 
predictably, with the only sparks of interest 

coming from the implausible plot twists.  Still, 
thanks to a hilarious performance from 
Baldwin, it’s watchable enough.  Contains 
violence, swearing and brief nudity.  *** ” 
 
“Thriller.  Single mother Annie Laird is excited 
when chosen for jury duty in the high-profile 
trial of Mafia boss Louie Boffano.  But Annie’s 
mood changes when the Teacher, a 
psychopathic mob enforcer, threatens to kill her 
son unless she votes "not guilty".  *** ” 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
No further information currently available.  Joseph Gordon-Levitt was Tommy Solomon in the 
hit TV sitcom “Third Rock from the Sun”.  His feature appearances to date – a remake of 
“ANGELS IN THE OUTFIELD” in 94, and Leonard Nimoy’s comedy “HOLY MATRIMONY” – 
have not really afforded him the opportunity he deserved to extend his range.  Currently 
passing through the rapids of late adolescence, it remains to be seen if his career will survive 
the rocks. 
 
See subject index under TRIALS / COURTROOMS. 
 
 

The Juror  


